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Introduction
April 17, 2021
Palmetto County Digital Cooperative (PCDC) is launching its initial IT services and offerings
to the Low Country area. A few small businesses were discussing the challenges of today’s
technology and their own difficulties providing for the IT staffing required to support operating a
business in today’s times and with a quickly growing requirement for social distancing.
Admittedly, individually, each of these small businesses did not have adequate resources, or
knowledge, or both to properly staff and plan for these changing technological needs. During
that community event, an idea was born to pool their resources into a shared cooperative that can
be used to close that gap for these small companies.
This collective was brought together to review each company’s online presence, to help address
local technology needs, and to provide regular feedback on best and worst practices they have
seen that the cooperative needs to improve upon. Many challenges are shared, but there are
plenty of unique challenges to each of these small businesses.
Through an annual report based on activities supported and cyber events observed, the low
country had a net loss of over $1.75 million in lost sales and services due to security breaches,
using personal home computers and lack of user security awareness. PCDC sheds light on
successes, ongoing challenges, and failures. This annual report feeds information into the shared
cyber security process and technology improvement that they are tasked to provide.
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April 17, 2021
Blue Team,
Welcome to the Palmetto County Digital Cooperative (PCDC) team, where you will provide state
of the art IT Services for Small Office and Home (SOHO) businesses within the Low Country
area.
As new employees of PCDC’s support team, each of you will complete various roles of system,
network, and local administrator duties overseeing the PCDC technology deployment and
support department, ensuring continuous service to our clients 24/7. This includes maintaining
a Point of Sales (POS) systems, multiple vendor product databases, client databases, email
servers and Financial Records Management (FRM). These databases will possibly contain
Personal Identifiable Information; Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)
information, and company vendor trademarks that must be protected at all times
Your team must ensure Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability is maintained using secured,
encrypted data transmission protocols, firewalls, VPN tunneling for remote desktop support,
and professional communication to multiple clients as needed on a day to day basis.
With an increase of Cyber Attacks and Ransomware events in the country, PCDC has hired your
team to ensure PCDC’s databases are secured, company and clients information is protected
and professional service is provided at all times.
PCDC is confident your team will make our company grow and expand to meet today’s current
business models and future needs. PCDC is designated to becoming one of the country’s
fastest growing IT SOHO business models with an expected growth of 120% within the next 5
years. We want you to be part of this growth of excellence!

Welcome to PALMETTO COUNTY DIGITAL COOPERATIVE
Regards,
Mr. Harry Styles
Dr. Ralph W Emerson III
Co-founders/Co-Presidents,
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1.0

ACCOUNT INFORMATION

1.1

Initial Password List

At the start of the day, your team will be provided with your initial username and password
information for all assigned assets.
1.2

Password Changes

Changes of domain user accounts need to be reported to the Gold Team. Please submit password
changes to the Gold Team Ticketing service to lessen service check downtime. Failure to promptly
report changes to domain user accounts can negatively impact service checks from the
competition scoring engine.
1.3

Email Access

Blue Teams will access their web-based email through the following web address:
http://mail.blueXX.pcdc.local
2.0

NETWORK OVERVIEW

Your assigned network consists of virtual machines that are accessed via standard remote access
protocols (RDP and SSH) from the assigned AWS Workspace. Usernames and passwords for all
assets will be provided in the Initial Password List at the start of competition. An old network
diagram was found and can be located in Appendix A.
2.1

Backups and Recovery

Teams do not have access to create backups of VMs, nor to recover a VM. Recovery requests can
be submitted via a ticket to the Gold Team using the following format:
SUBJECT: Recovery Request
BODY:
Team #: ___________
Request:
___________
Justification: ___________
Please note that recovery comes with a substantial cost and reverts the machine to its initial
operating condition.
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2.2

Active Defense

While this term is still being defined in industry (some say it includes offensive capabilities and
others say it does not). We are referring to Defending Forward – countering or preventing a
perceived cyber-attack by taking the fight to your adversary with the goal of taking away their
ability to perform offensive cyber operations against you. This is not permitted under any
circumstances. Teams should keep their actions within their own assigned assets, unless explicitly
permitted by Mr. Andy Green, Chief Information Systems Officer (CISO).
2.3

Incident Reporting

Accurate incident reports that can be verified will net your team a modest amount of points in
the end-of-day team assessment. Incident reports must contain a description of what occurred
(including source and destination IP addresses, timelines of activity, passwords cracked, access
obtained, damage done, etc), a discussion of what was affected, and a remediation plan. Overly
inaccurate Incident Reports, especially abuse of Incident Reports, will net no points and may
result in a loss of points.
Written reports must be coherent and professional. Should you recognize that an incident has
occurred, you may escalate an incident response report by submitting a ticket to the Ticketing
server using the following format:
SUBJECT: Incident Reporting
BODY:
Team #: ___________
Time(s) of Incident: ___________
Asset(s) Affected:
___________
Source (IP Address) of Attack: ___________
Description of Attack/Incident: ___________
Remediation/Plan to Resolve: ___________
2.4

Other Requests

There will be an online Help Desk Ticketing server provided for teams to request assistance
from the Gold Team. The ticketing server can be reached at: http://tkt01.pcdc.local.
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3.0

TEAM ASSESSMENT

Employee performance is assessed at the end of each day. A single score is given to each team
of employees.
3.1

Scoring

Scoring is based on keeping required services up, controlling/preventing un-authorized access,
and completing business tasks, a.k.a. injects, from colleagues, supervisors, and other
departments throughout the day. Teams accumulate points by successfully completing these
injects and maintaining services. Teams lose points by violating service level agreements, usage
of recovery services, and successful penetrations by hackers, a.k.a. the red team.
Any team action that interrupts the scoring system is exclusively the responsibility of that team
and will result in a lower score. Any team member that modifies a competition system or system
component, with or without intent, in order to mislead the scoring engine into assessing a system
or service as operational, when in fact it is not, may be suspended or fired. Validation of this act
will come with a significant points penalty as it gives the Blue Team an unfair points advantage
for a service that is not actually up.
3.2

Injects

If a business tasks, a.k.a. inject, requires multiple files for fulfillment, please compress the files
into a single file in .zip format. This ensures that each inject has only one upload. Please name
inject emails/files in the following format:
<teamNumber>_<injectNumber>_<injectTitle>
Injects and services are weighted evenly; it is disadvantageous to ignore injects.
There will be NO partial credit for late injects, so endeavor to fulfill injects on-time. Inject
responses that are turned in on-time will be allowed at least partial credit.
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Appendix A

Network Diagram
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Appendix B
Username

Password

PASSWORD TRACKER
Account Description
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Appendix C
Company
Co-Op

Salty Pita

ORGANIZATION CHART

Username
HarryStyles

Group

Domain Admin

Leadership

No

TheBoss

Leadership

No

Jeff

Leadership

No

Jake

Security

No

NinjaCat

Security

No

Bob

Security

No

Dilbert

Ops

Yes

Ted

Ops

Yes

Wally

Ops

Yes

Alice

Ops

Yes

Dogbert

Dev

No

Asok

Dev

No

Tina

Dev

No

Sarah

Finance

No

Chipotle

Finance

No

Tom

Finance

No

River Tam
Badger
Kaylee Frye
Malcolm Reynolds

Everyday Sundries

Dade
Kate
Joey
Cereal
Nikon
Phreak

Palmetto Cinema

Roy Mustang
Edward Elric
Winry Rockbell
Riza Hawkeye
Scar
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